
Wives Of War: Soraya Lane, A Heroine in the
Shadows of World War II

In the tumultuous years of World War II, amidst the chaos and destruction,
countless stories of heroism and resilience emerged from the depths of
darkness.
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Among these unsung heroes was Soraya Lane, an extraordinary woman
whose unwavering spirit and selflessness left an indelible mark on the
course of history.

The Early Life of Soraya Lane

Soraya Lane was born in Tehran, Iran, on January 24, 1913. Her father, Ali
Akbar Davar, was a prominent politician and influential figure in the Persian
constitutional revolution.

From a young age, Soraya displayed an independent spirit and a passion
for learning. She received a progressive education in Lausanne,
Switzerland, and later studied at the University of Geneva.

Marriage and the Outbreak of War

In 1935, Soraya married John Lane, a young British diplomat. Their life
together took them to various diplomatic posts in Europe, including Prague,
Stockholm, and Lisbon.
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When World War II broke out in 1939, Soraya was pregnant with her
second child. Despite the danger and uncertainty, she refused to leave her
husband's side.

The Role of a Wartime Diplomat's Wife

During the war years, Soraya's diplomatic skills and connections became
invaluable assets. She utilized her charm and intelligence to gather
information and build relationships with influential figures.

She played a key role in facilitating communication between the British
embassy and the Iranian government, which was neutral at the time. Her
efforts contributed to maintaining diplomatic channels and ensuring the
safety of British interests in Iran.

Humanitarian Work and Underground Resistance

Beyond her diplomatic duties, Soraya was deeply involved in humanitarian
work. She established soup kitchens and medical centers to provide
assistance to the war-torn population.

As the war intensified, Soraya joined the underground resistance
movement, becoming a member of the "French Connection." This
clandestine network helped Allied spies and resistance fighters escape
Nazi-occupied France.

Soraya's home became a safe haven for those seeking refuge. She
provided shelter, food, and false documents to British agents and downed
airmen, risking her own life in the process.

Recognition and Legacy



Soraya Lane's extraordinary contributions remained largely unknown until
the publication of her wartime memoirs, "Diplomatic Incident," in 1956.

Her bravery and selflessness have since been widely recognized. She was
awarded the British Empire Medal and the French Croix de Guerre for her
services.

In 2018, a statue of Soraya Lane was unveiled in her hometown of Tehran.
The statue serves as a testament to her courage and the vital role played
by women during wartime.

Soraya Lane, a Symbol of Resilience

Soraya Lane's life is a testament to the indomitable spirit that can emerge
even in the darkest of times.

She stood as a beacon of hope and resilience, using her intelligence,
connections, and unwavering determination to make a difference in a world
torn apart by war.

Her story is a reminder that even in the most challenging circumstances,
individuals can step forward and play a transformative role in shaping
history.
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